Elementary Crossbody Bag
A small, casual crossbody bag designed to use your leftover fabric,
and made without fusibles, fleece, or zippers.
Finished dimensions:
Approximately 9” x 7.5”
Sewing level: Easy
Materials
•
•
•

•
•

Exterior fabric: 1/2 yard
Light-weight lining fabric: 1/3 yard
Mid-weight interfacing fabric (optional
if using light-weight exterior fabric):
(2) 10” x 12” pieces
One button, ideally 1 inch diameter
Matching thread

Notes on fabric choices
•

This bag is designed to be made without fusible interfacing, fleece, or batting. The best fabric
combinations are as follows:
- Mid-weight exterior fabric (e.g. denim, corduroy, cotton canvas) and lightweight lining (e.g. quilting
cotton). In the photos, the blue denim and red corduroy bags were made this way.
- Light-weight exterior (e.g. quilting cotton), mid-weight interfacing fabric (e.g. denim or cotton
canvas), and light-weight lining. In the photos, the multi-print bag was made with this combination.

Cutting instructions
Exterior fabric:
See the diagram below for suggested cutting layout. Fold the fabric in half, wrong sides together, matching
selvage edges. Templates for the Main bag and the Flap are at the end of this document. The Main bag
template is provided in 2 pieces, which you will need to tape or glue together along the dashed lines before
using.
Cut:
•
•

2 pieces of the main bag template
1 piece of the flap template
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•

Strap: a 4” wide strip, width of fabric. You may need to cut an additional piece approximately 6” x 4” to
lengthen the strap. This will result in a finished strap length of about 50”. You can add or subtract
length as you like. Note: If you are using 58/60” fabric width, you don’t need to cut this extra piece.

Lining fabric:
Cut:
•
•
•

2 pieces of the main bag template
1 piece of the flap template
2 rectangles 4 ½” x 5 ½” for the interior pocket

Interfacing fabric (optional, for additional stability)
Cut:
•

2 pieces of the main bag template

If you are using light-weight exterior fabric with a mid-weight interfacing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pin one exterior Main bag piece with one interfacing Main bag piece, wrong sides together.
Baste all the way around the edges, with a 3/8” seam.
Repeat with the other exterior Main bag piece and interfacing Main bag piece
Throughout the instructions, treat these basted units as the exterior fabric Main bag pieces and follow
the directions as written.

Directions
Note: Use a ½” seam allowance unless otherwise noted.
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Prepare interior pocket
1. Sew the 2 pocket pieces right sides together using a ¼” seam, leaving a 2” opening for turning.

2. Trim corners, turn right-side out, press
3. Lay one of the Main bag lining pieces right side up. Place the pocket piece on top of the lining so that it
is centered horizontally, 1 ¾” down from the top edge of the lining piece. Be sure that the 2” opening is
along the sides or the bottom.

4. Edge stitch sides and bottom of pocket piece.
Prepare bag body
5. Transfer dart markings to wrong side of exterior Main bag pieces.
6. With right sides together, match and sew along dart lines.
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7. Press darts up for one piece, and down for the other piece.
8. With right sides together, sew the sides and bottom seam.
9. Repeat steps 5 through 7 with Main bag lining fabric pieces, EXCEPT, leave a 3 – 4“ opening at the
bottom of the bag lining seam for turning.

Make flap
10. On the right side of the Flap exterior piece, transfer the mark where the button hole should start
11. With right sides together, sew the Flap lining and Flap exterior pieces along the curved edge.
12. Trim seam allowance along the curve to about ¼”, and clip curves
13. Turn right side out, press
14. Top stitch the curved edge. Baste along the top edge
15. Make button hole starting from the marked line on the exterior of the flap.
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Make strap
16. If needed, sew the ends of strap pieces, wrong sides together using a ¼” seam to form one 4” wide
strap piece, at least 50” long or desired length
17. With the strap piece wrong side up, fold in half lengthwise and press
18. Open up the fold, and then fold and press one side to meet the crease in the middle, repeat with the
other side.

19. Fold the two halves together and press.

20. Top stitch along both long edges.
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Assemble the bag
21. Working with the exterior of the Main bag, position each end of the strap, raw edges even with the top
of the bag, ¾” in from the sides. Baste.

22. Center the flap, exterior/right side down and raw edges even with the top of the bag, on top of the
straps. Baste.

23. Slip bag exterior inside bag lining, right sides together.
Tips: Be sure the interior pocket is in the back of the bag (next to the flap and straps). Pull straps
through the opening in the bag lining to reduce bulk while sewing.
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24. With raw edges even, sew all the way around the top edge.
25. Turn right side out through the bag lining opening and press. Sew bag lining opening closed.

26. Top stitch around the top edge.
27. Sew button!
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